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Synopsis
For a year, Jacopo Brancati shared the life of the workers of the port
of Genoa, one of the largest in the Mediterranean. His photo-reportage
represents a stunning witness of the activities and atmosphere so
peculiar to this «town within the town» where by all weather, 24
hours a day and 365 days a year, men guide and assist the over
20.000 ships yearly entering the harbour of Genoa.
The photographic exhibition leads the visitor to the discovery of the
port, following the steps of Jacopo Brancati: together they embark
the pilots’ boat, they climb the wobbling ladder up the stately freeboard
of a container ship, and they experience the harbour side by side
with the mooring men.
Seventy large format colour and black and white photographs describe
the environment and everyday life in the 8th largest port of Europe.

Exhibition concept
A creation of Infine Arts and of the Musée Portuaire of Dunkirk, France,
based on the original work «Pilote à bord! Hommes et navires du port
de Gênes».

Public
The varied iconography of the exhibition invites to the discovery of
the harbour and of sea-related jobs; at the same time it helps
understand a world whose life flows along with the city bustle, and
nevertheless is hardly known to the general public.

Description
Complete exhibition
• 48 50x60cm colour prints;
• 21 50x60cm black and
white prints
The exhibition is based on the
homonymous photographic book.
The complete exhibition covers a
surface of approx. 200 sq.m.
Nevertheless we are ready to
study different exhibiting
arrangements in order to meet
the
exhibitor’s
practical
requirements and to allow a multifaceted approach to this
photographic work; the number,
size and spatial arrangement of
pictures can be consequently
modified.
The colour prints have been made
by PICTO Paris with a Lambda
Durst enlarger on Kodak
photographic paper for quality
excellence.
Black and white prints have been
made by the author on Agfa
baryta paper.

Galata Museo del Mare, Genova Italy
06 June - 31 August 2007

Stories and settings
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tugboats manoeuvres and crews
Mooring men at work
Pilotage: the pilots’ tower, aboard the pilots’ boat,
aboard the ships
Pilotage: portraits gallery
The harbour at night, moorage at the Containers
Terminal
Manoeuvres at the Oil Terminal
Manoeuvres at the dockyard
Passenger ships

Rental price
Rental price adjustments will be taken into consideration
according to exhibition modifications proposed by the
exhibitor.
Complementary paying modules can be studied:
conferences held by the Author (English, French and Italian
language), slide shows etc.
Insurance and shipping
Insured value:

12.000 €

Shipping charge at the client’s expenses from Paris (France)
to destination point.
Basic exhibition pictures: 4 wooden crates (overall weight:
80 kilos approx.)
Volume: 0,5 m3 approx.

Press review
Museo del Mare, Genoa – press release feb 07
«A significant photographic exhibition that does
not simply describe the way the port was, but
deals with its actuality, introducing to both citizens
and visitors a complex and scarcely known reality.
Opening at the Saletta dell’Arte on June 2007.
[…] This exhibition introduces a new concept into
the Museum’s activities […], that is the actuality
of sea-related jobs».
Dunkerque Magazine - nov 04
« [...] Jacopo Brancati brings back to life the
gigantic steel structures, the quays [...] he lingers
on the faces of men concentrated on their task
[…] Impressive images, full of the history of
seamen and ships [...]».
V. Varlet, Journal des Flandres – nov 25-04
« [...] He got as close as possible to places which
one would rather look at from a distance, holding
tight with one hand, clasping his camera with the
other one – when he did not need both to stand
the ship’s rolling […]».
O. Tartart, Voix du Nord – nov 20-04
« […] ‘He cast upon them [the workers in the
port of Genoa] the look of an ethnographer’ –
says Marie Laure Griffaton, the exhibition
commissary – ‘He spent a lot of time with the
people and he has succeeded in creating an
atmosphere of complete trust, to the extent of
making himself almost invisible’ [...] ».
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